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5 of 5 review helpful MOUNT VESUVIUS SPEAKS TO THE U S ALLIES By K Egan As with Malaparte s other 
book about WWII Kaputt this one is mesmerizingly appalling Set almost entirely in Naples after the Allies landed 
Malaparte weaves together commentary on the American national character with musings on the mid century 
degradation of western civilization He describes Neapolitans both high and low as a race unto its own This is the first 
unexpurgated English edition of Curzio Malaparte rsquo s legendary work The Skin The book begins in 1943 with 
Allied forces cementing their grip on the devastated city of Naples The sometime Fascist and ever resourceful Curzio 
Malaparte is working with the Americans as a liaison officer He looks after Colonel Jack Hamilton ldquo a Christian 
gentleman an American in the noblest sense of the word rdquo who speaks French and cites the From Bookforum The 
author buries himself in the bleakness of Naples transformed by defeat into an open air market of duplicity prostitution 
and half interred bodies all of it overseen by Americans who in their star spangled naivete never completely understan 
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last updated 17 january 2010 abbott albert h 1900 experimental psychology and the laboratory in toronto university of 
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contemporary writers she is the author of several remarkable lucid austerely  audiobook review of appropriate 
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the new press in continuing to leverage books for social change  review feb 02 2017nbsp;in raging bull and the king of 
comedy robert de niro did stand up comedy badly in the comedian he does it badly again theres youll find more in the 
pages of backstreets the backstreets website was established in 1995 to help pass along the important news and setlists 
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